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Abstract: This paper discusses the technological and microscopic use-wear analyses of

the chert debitage excavated from Deep Valley Rockshelter. This rockshelter, located in

the Caves Branch River Valley of central Belize, was primarily used by the ancient Maya

from the Late Preclassic to Terminal Classic periods (AD 80–950) and may demonstrate

a pattern of rockshelter usage by the Classic period Maya. To test whether such a pattern

exists, lithic data from Caves Branch Rockshelter and other rockshelters in Belize,

specifically those in the Sibun Valley and the Ek Xux Valley, are compared.

Interpretations are complicated, however, by the severe mixing of deposits, which

makes segregating the lithic artifacts into different reduction or use events nearly

impossible. Moreover, this mixing severely hampers reconstructions of diachronic

change in stone-tool use in the rockshelter. While acknowledging these limitations, our

analysis suggests that the lithics in the rockshelter are primarily the result of reduction

and use-related activities that originally occurred at other nearby surface sites rather than

in the rockshelter itself. Consequently, the chipped-stone artifacts recovered from this

rockshelter most likely result from secondary deposition of debitage for ritual purposes

and represent accumulation over many years. We suspect this type of secondary

deposition of debitage was also occurring at other rockshelters in Belize, based on

comparisons to the chipped stone assemblages from these locations. We cannot discount

the possibility that some stone tool production and use may have originally occurred in

Deep Valley Rockshelter, but support for this is minimal.

INTRODUCTION

The use of caves has long fascinated archaeologists

working in Belize (see McNatt, 1996). That they are

connected to ritual activity is considered a certainty (e.g.,

Brady and Prufer, 2005; Prufer and Brady, 2005).

However, the ritual activities that occurred within caves

and rockshelters are believed to have varied and likely

involved different types of ritual specialists (Prufer, 2002,

p. 43–51, 2005; Vogt and Stuart, 2005). As a further

contribution to the unfolding story of how the ancient

Maya used these spaces, this paper presents the results of

the technological and microscopic use-wear analyses of the

chipped-stone artifacts from Deep Valley Rockshelter

(DVR1). To provide a larger framework for understanding

chipped-stone tools in caves and rockshelters, the DVR1

lithic data are compared to those from other rockshelters

and caves used by the ancient Maya. The possible uses of

chipped–stone tools in DVR1 are also considered in

relation to ethnographic and ethnohistoric evidence.

MAYA CAVE RITUALS AND RITUAL OBJECTS

Our understanding of the ideological significance of

caves to the ancient Maya is based on archaeological,

ethnohistoric, and ethnographic information. Caves and

the natural water-filled sinkholes called cenotes were places

where human sacrifices, often children, were made, where

the Maya buried their dead, and where the living went to

make offerings of various types to gain the favor of their

ancestors and supernatural beings, such as earth and rain

gods (Brady, 1989; Gibbs, 1998; Ishihara, 2008; Moyes

et al., 2009; Prufer, 2002, 2005; Tozzer, 1941; Vogt and

Stuart, 2005). Many objects have been used as offerings by

past and present-day Maya, including animals, blood,

ceramics, wood, candles, incense, maize, cacao, shells,

crystals, pebbles, obsidian blades, and chipped-chert flakes

and implements (e.g., Awe et al., 2005; Bassie-Sweet, 1991;

Brady and Prufer, 1999; Halperin et al., 2003; Morehart,

2005; Moyes et al., 2009; Prufer, 2002, 2005; Prufer and

Hurst, 2007; Prufer et al., 2003). Like their modern

descendants, the ancient Maya associated chert with

lightning (Freidel et al., 1993, p. 200), and given that many

underworld rituals focused on rain, fertility, and suste-

nance, the deposition of chert debitage in caves and

rockshelters may very likely have been related to this

ideology. With regard to chert flakes, some contemporary

Maya will collect debitage for use as ritual objects during

divination (Brown 2000, p. 330). Brady (1989, p. 319)

mentions that the Chorti Maya kept unshaped chert pieces
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on altars and that chert is associated with the rain gods

who are believed to dwell in caves (see Wisdom, 1940,

p. 382). Ethnographic evidence also indicates that jute, the

freshwater gastropod Pachychilus sp., was included in

rituals (Healy et al., 1990, p. 171). The Q’eqchi’ Maya

transported the shells of consumed jute to caves, where

they would be deposited to thank the Earth goddess

(Halperin et al., 2003). The Lacandon Maya of Naha are

also reported to have consumed jute daily during periods of

ritual seclusion (Brady 1989, p. 381).

DEEP VALLEY ROCKSHELTER

Deep Valley Rockshelter is an open rockshelter with

a western exposure that is approximately 58 m long by 15 m

deep. The site was encountered during reconnaissance in the

Cayo District, Belize (Fig. 1), in the area near the Caves

Branch Rockshelter in 2006 and excavated over two four-

week periods in 2006 and 2007. It is located 2 km southwest

of CBR, in a limestone cliff face overlooking the Caves

Branch River. The rockshelter has an 18 m high ceiling and

relatively shallow overhang (Fig. 2). At the southeastern end

of the rockshelter, there are two short, narrow passages

leading into a cave approximately 15 m deep.

Investigations at DVR1 included base-line mapping,

topographic mapping, and test-pitting. Throughout the site,

artifacts littered the surface, and they were also found

in large quantities in a wall crevice near its center.

Four operations were established at DVR1, each placed

strategically to take advantage of visible surface artifacts or

notable morphological features (Fig. 3). The artifacts

discussed in this study came from two of these, Operations

1A and 1B, located in the center of the rockshelter. The

other two operations, 1C and 1D, contained no lithic

artifacts and very little cultural material in general.

Operation 1A measured 2 by 2 meters and was terminated

at 80 cm below surface, prior to reaching sterile soil, because

of time issues. Operation 1B measured 1 by 2 meters and

was terminated at 170 cm upon reaching sterile soil. All soil

was screened through 1/8 inch (3.12 mm) mesh. Within the

units, artifacts were surprisingly dense throughout; thou-

sands of ceramic sherds and jute shells were collected.

Several carved-shell beads, polished jade pieces, and fishing

weights were also found (Hardy, 2009).

During excavations, we were generally unable to

recognize any natural or cultural stratigraphy in the form

of distinct variations in the soil or other features. All soil in

the excavation units appeared to be relatively consistent in

its grayish-brown color and silty texture. In Operation 1B,

this relatively uniform cultural layer ended directly over the

natural cave floor, which was composed of stone and a red,

sterile matrix of decomposing limestone. As a result, we

were unable to accurately group artifacts within temporally

distinct lots for comparison. A lack of evident stratigraphy

has been noted at other rockshelter sites in Mexico (Rissolo,

2003) and Belize (Hardy, 2009; Michael and Burbank, 2013;

Prufer, 2002; Wrobel, 2008; Wrobel and Shelton, 2011;

Wrobel and Tyler, 2006; Wrobel et al., 2010; Wrobel et al.,

Figure 1. Locations of Deep Valley Rockshelter and Caves Branch Rockshelter in the Cayo District of Western Belize.
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2013), but some excavations at rockshelters in surrounding

regions, such as El Gigante in Honduras (Scheffler, 2008)

and Guila Naquitz in Oaxaca (Flannery, 1986), have shown
a clear stratigraphy corresponding to specific events. In an

effort to get some sense of change over time in the activities

at our site, we collected artifacts from arbitrary 20 cm levels,

which was the usual strategy in the excavation of the sites

mentioned above that lacked visible stratigraphy.

In the absence of any radiocarbon dates for DVR1,

diagnostic ceramics categorized using Gifford’s (1976) type-

variety system provide the best evidence for determining the

period of utilization. The sherds comprised a wide variety of
finishes, including plain, painted, appliquéd, and poly-

chrome, but unfortunately analysis identified relatively few

diagnostic pieces. Among typed specimens, dates spanned

the Late Preclassic through the Terminal Classic (AD 80–

950), which is consistent with an informal evaluation of the

rockshelter’s surface deposits. Within the excavations, the

most commonly represented periods were the Protoclassic

and Early Classic. Late and Terminal Classic pottery
appears to be limited to the surface and the topmost

20 cm level, with no examples identified deeper in the

excavations. However, ceramics dating to between the Late

Preclassic and Early Classic were found at all depths. This

mixing of ceramics throughout the matrix makes evaluation

of the site’s history difficult. However, other clues do

provide some insight. For instance, all recovered ceramics

appear to have been deposited as individual sherds, with few

refits and no whole vessels evident. This kind of variation in

ceramic sherds is fairly typical at rockshelters in the area

(Hardy, 2009; Shelton, 2013).

There are a couple of possible explanations for the type

of soil and artifact commingling described above. At other

sites, such as the Caves Branch Rockshelter, this was easily

attributable to extensive mixing of grave fill during the

burials of hundreds of individuals throughout the nearly

thousand-year span of site use (Wrobel et al., 2007).

Although one of the DVR1 units was placed specifically

around human bone fragments found on the surface,

excavations revealed very few human remains, prohibiting

interpretations of funerary use. The paucity of human bone

in DVR1 clearly was not due to taphonomic issues, because

human and faunal remains were generally well preserved.

Therefore, mixing in the DVR1 rockshelter occurred by

some other bioturbation mechanism, possibly water or

burrowing animals.

Figure 3. Map of Deep Valley Rockshelter showing exca-

vation units. OP1A and OP1B are the sources of the lithic

artifacts discussed in the paper.

Figure 2. The western exposure of the Deep Valley Rock-

shelter in a view looking south.
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THE CHIPPED-STONE ASSEMBLAGE FROM DEEP

VALLEY ROCKSHELTER

The chipped-stone assemblage consists of 274 artifacts.

Most of the artifacts were made from chert (257 or 93.8%)

that was obtained locally in the form of cobbles from

nearby creeks or rivers or from nodules and lenses that

formed in natural limestone in the area surrounding the

rockshelter. Small quantities of other locally available

stone include chalcedony (2 or 0.7%), limestone (7 or

2.6%), and quartzite (3 or 1.1%). The only imported stone

is obsidian from the Guatemalan highlands (5 or 1.8%),

which was identified based on visual sourcing (see Braswell

et al., 2000). This pattern of heavy dependence on local

chert sources is also seen in other caves and rockshelters in

western and southern Belize (Peterson, 2006; Prufer, 2002;

Stemp, 2009; Stemp et al., 2013).

Nearly all of the chipped-stone artifacts are debitage

(268 or 97.1%), defined as ‘‘the waste produced by

manufacturing processes using reductive technologies’’

(Moholy-Nagy, 1990, p. 269), including stone flakes and

flake fragments of various types, shatter, and exhausted

cores (Table 1). Only eight formal tool fragments were

recovered. Four are obsidian prismatic blade segments that

were punched from prepared cores and were most likely

brought into the rockshelter in finished form. This is

a pattern observed at other rockshelters and caves in

the Maya world, in which there is little evidence for

obsidian blade manufacture in the form of obsidian cores,

early-stage thick blades, and flake debitage (e.g., Aoyama,

2001; Brady, 1989; Helmke, 2009; Peterson, 2006; Prufer,

2002; Stemp and Awe, 2014; Stemp et al., 2013). Whether

the four obsidian blades were used for ritual activities, such

as blood-letting or sacrifice (Aoyama, 2001; Stemp, 2009;

Stemp and Awe, 2014; Stemp et al., 2013), inside the

rockshelter cannot be ascertained.

The other formal tool fragments are made of chert and

include part of an oval biface, an oval biface edge flake, the

distal end of a thin biface, and a blade segment. No whole

formal tools were recovered from the Deep Valley Rock-

shelter. In southern Belize, Prufer (2002, p. 237, Table 7.1)

notes similar patterns at some rockshelters, in which there

are either few or no formal chert tools and substantial

quantities of debitage. The absence in rockshelters of whole

or nearly complete chert tools, specifically large, thin

bifaces, which are common in the ritual deposits of other

caves (e.g., Brady, 1989; Graham et al., 1980; Helmke,

2009; Pendergast, 1971; Peterson, 2006), suggests the

possibility that formal tool deposition in caves differs

from that in rockshelters.

The debitage from DVR1 overwhelmingly consists of

a variety of both cortical flakes, with some of the original

rough, weathered surface of a nodule retained on the dorsal

surface of the flake, and non-cortical chert flakes (Fig. 4).

Evidence suggests that most reduction was the result of

simple flake production using hard-hammer percussion.

Both the flake dimensions and the high frequency of

cortical and flat striking platforms (89.1%) support this

Table 1. Non-obsidian artifacts from Deep Valley Rockshelter.

Tool Type Chert

River Cobble

Chert Chalcedony

River Cobble

Chalcedony Limestone Quartzite

Formal Tools

Blades 1 … … … … …

Large bifaces 2 … … … … …

Miscellaneous thin bifaces 1 … … … … …

Informal Tools/Debitage

Flakes (cortical) 76 6 … 1 4 …

Flakes (non-cortical) 102 … … … 1 3

Bifacial thinning flakes (non-cortical) 1 … 1 … … …

Retouched macroflakes (cortical) 1 … … … … …
Retouched flakes (cortical) … 1 … … … …

Flake-blades (cortical) 1 … … … … …

Flake-blades (non-cortical) 4 … … … … …

Small bifacial edge retouch flakes -

percussion (cortical) 2 … … … … …

Small unifacial retouch flakes (non-cortical) 1 … … … … …

Simple flake cores 2 … … … … …

Simple flake core fragments 11 … … … … …
Blocky fragments/shatter 31 … … … 2 …

Heavily burnt fragments (including potlids) 14 … … … … …

Total 250 7 1 1 7 3
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conclusion. There are only two examples of bifacial

thinning flakes resulting from biface manufacture, and

two other flakes have lipped platforms that suggest

removal from bifaces. The lack of manufacturing failures

or biface preforms further suggests that the majority of

debitage from DVR1 is not the result of biface production.

When the chert debitage from DVR1 is compared to the

assemblages from other rockshelters, both similarities and

differences are noted. Although Caves Branch Rockshelter

and Pine Torch Rockshelter both yielded large quantities

of debitage, non-cortical flakes are much more frequent at

these locations (Table 2), which would suggest different

reduction patterns than those seen at DVR1, if flaking

originally occurred in the rockshelters themselves.

Only two pieces (0.7%) of microdebitage (flakes mea-

suring less than 3 mm in maximum dimension, see Hayden

and Cannon, 1983) were found in DVR1, which suggests

that primary tool production was unlikely in the rockshelter

itself (see Behm, 1983; Clark, 1991; Morrow, 1996). Because

all excavated soil was screened, we do not believe the very

small amount of microdebitage is the result of recovery

methods. Unfortunately, the contextual issues noted above

render determinations of how much primary tool pro-

duction versus secondary disposal of debitage occurred in

DVR1 extremely difficult (Wilson, 1994; see Moholy-Nagy,

1990). Nevertheless, the lack of manufacturing tools like

hammerstones seems to support the interpretation that

most, if not all, core reduction originally occurred outside

DVR1 (Moholy-Nagy, 1990). Prufer (2002, p. 225) and

Stemp et al. (2013) noted the absence of flaking implements

and a paucity of cores in the assemblages from Caves Branch

Rockshelter and the rockshelters in the Ek Xux Valley.

Another possible indicator of secondary deposition of

chert artifacts is the near absence of refits in the assemblage

Figure 4. Examples of chert debitage from Deep Valley Rockshelter. The scale is in centimeters.
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(Andrefsky, 2009; Morrow, 1996). We tried to rearticulate

flakes to bifaces and cores, as well as to other flakes that

may have been involved in the same reduction process. The

attempted refitting of tools and debitage included all chert

artifacts from the rockshelter. The artifacts were sub-

divided into groups based on similarity of color and stone

texture. Fifteen such groups, ranging in size from a half

dozen to over forty pieces, were created, with an additional

catch-all group that consisted of any single flakes or

fragments that could not be assigned to another group.

Each group was examined individually for refits and then

compared to the pieces in the catch-all group. No flakes

could be refit to formal tool fragments or flake cores. From

only one of the groups, two flakes could be rearticulated,

and they each came from different levels in different

excavation units. Nevertheless, both the relatively small

sample size and the mixing of deposits (Morrow, 1996)

cannot be discounted as factors in reducing the number of

refits.

MICROSCOPIC USE-WEAR ANALYSIS: METHODS

AND RESULTS

Tool use for the lithic artifacts from Deep Valley

Rockshelter was determined following a program of

microscopic use-wear analysis similar to that used by

Stemp (2001; Stemp et al., 2010, 2013) for assemblages

from other Maya sites. It involves both the low-power

(403) and high-power (100 to 4003) microscopic examina-

tion of tool surfaces for edge-chipping, striations, and

polishes related to human use. Used areas identified on the

artifacts were tabulated and categorized following an

independent-use-zone [IUZ] system (see Aoyama, 2009).

Recognition of motion types and contact material types is

primarily based on comparisons with experimentally used

tools (Stemp, 2001).

Of the 265 chert, chalcedony, limestone, and quartzite

informal tools and debitage recovered, 31(11.7%) were so

badly burnt or heavily patinated that use-wear analysis was

not possible. Only 40 (17.1%) of the remaining artifacts

possessed some evidence for having been used in the past.

The number of IUZs identified on these artifacts is 47

(20.1%). Use-wear analysis indicates that debitage was used

for a fairly wide variety of tasks (Table 3). This observa-

tion has been made by use-wear analysts who have

examined debitage from other Maya sites (e.g., Aoyama,

2009; Lewenstein, 1987; Stemp, 2001; Stemp et al., 2010).

Most of the flakes from DVR1 were used for cutting,

slicing, and sawing, which may be due to the generally low

edge-angles of these flakes. This is followed in frequency by

scraping and planing motions. These are similar to data

from Caves Branch Rockshelter, but, unlike CBR, there is

no use-wear evidence at DVR1 for adzing/chopping,

drilling, incising, or graving (Stemp et al., 2013). In terms

of contact materials, most flakes from DVR1 were used to

work bone, meat, hide (Figs. 5, 6), and wood, which is

similar to results from CBR, but the data from DVR1

demonstrate more contact with bone and hard materials

(Fig. 7) and less with wood. There is no evidence for contact

with ceramic, shell, or soil on the debitage from DVR1.

Overall, the use of debitage for the completion of many

tasks and the kinds of motions and contact materials are

consistent with subsistence and other utilitarian, domestic

tasks that would be undertaken by the Maya in their daily

lives (Lewenstein, 1987; Stemp, 2001; Stemp et al., 2010).

Although the high percentage of tools with meat, bone, and

hide polish might support some interpretations that

ceremonial or ritual butchery or sacrifice of animals

occurred in DVR1 (see Sievert, 1992, p. 40–41, Table 4.4),

few faunal remains, with the exception of jute shells, were

recovered within the rockshelter. This suggests tool use

associated with animals may have taken place at locations

outside this space, but the meat, hide, and bone polishes on

the chert debitage from DVR1 could also be the result of

hunting and butchering activities, including some carcass

processing, as well as domestic crafting (Lewenstein, 1987;

Sievert, 1992, p. 37–38, Table 4.3). The greasy appearance of

polish on some of the bone-working tools may indicate

contact with cooked bone (Keeley, 1980, p. 44), which would

be more closely associated with subsistence activities.

Nevertheless, some bones may have been associated with

ritual activity (see Kavountzis, 2009; Pohl, 1983), and it is

possible small animals, such as rodents, were sacrificed

(Aoyama, 2001; Sievert, 1992, p. 89).

Like many caves and rockshelters in the Maya world

(e.g., Brady, 1989; Graham et al., 1980; Halperin et al.,

2003; Helmke, 2009; MacLeod and Puleston, 1978), dense

deposits of jute shells were also recovered from DVR1

(Hardy, 2009). This has been noted at CBR (Bonor and

Martı́nez Klemm, 1995; Wrobel and Tyler, 2006; Hardy,

2009) and in mortuary rockshelters in the Ek Xux Valley

(Prufer, 2002) as well. Large quantities of jute shells have

been associated with human burials in caves and rock-

shelters (Ferguson and Gibbs, 1999; Prufer, 2002), possibly

to demonstrate a link between death and a watery place

like the Underworld or a connection to rain and fertility

(Girard, 1962).

Table 2. Percentage of the original rough, weathered surface

of a nodule retained on the dorsal surface of local chert and

chalcedony flakes from area rockshelters.

Dorsal

Cortex CBRa
Pine Torch

Rockshelterb DVR

0% 1420 (76.6%) 82 (75%) 102 (54.8%)

1–50% 339 (18.3%) … 64 (34.4%)

51–99% 83 (4.5%) … 14 (7.5%)

100% 12 (0.6%) … 6 (3.2%)

Total 1854 110 186

a (Stemp et al., 2013).
b (Peterson, 2006, p. 165).
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Both modern and ancient Maya used jute as a source of

protein, and some modes of consumption involved the

removal of the apex or spire of the shell (Healy et al., 1990).

Based on the presence of chert flakes and jute shells at

many rockshelters, one suggestion is that chert flakes were

used to open the jute shells for consumption. It may be that

chert flakes were initially used in jute consumption for

subsistence purposes at surface sites and the jute shells were

then later ritually deposited in the rockshelters (Halperin et

al., 2003; Peterson 2006, p. 210). However, even though

most of the jute shells from DVR1 are spire-lopped
(Hardy, 2009, p. 127), use-wear analysis does not indicate

a connection between stone flakes and jute consumption

based on the absence of flakes with evidence for contact

with shell.

The reliance on unmodified chert flakes and their use-

wear patterns suggest similarities to assemblages used in
domestic activities at some surface sites in which there is an

emphasis on wood (Lewenstein 1987; Stemp 2001; Stemp et

al. 2010). It is also possible that use-wear indicating contact

Table 3. Independent use zones showing evidence of various uses on non-obsidian artifacts from Deep Valley Rockshelter.

IUZs

Formal Toolsa

Informal Tools/Debitage

Thin Bifaces Blades Flakes

Bifacial Thinning Flakes

and Biface Edges

Blocky

Fragments

Cores and Core

Fragments

Bone

cut/slice … … 5 … … …

pierce 1 … … … … …

saw … … 1 … … …

scrape/plane … … 2 … 1 1

Dry Hide

cut/slice … … 1 … … …

scrape/plane … … 2 … … …

Meat/Fresh Hide

cut/slice … … 3 … … …

scrape/plane … … … 1 … …

Meat/Bone

cut/slice … … 5 … … …

scrape … … 1 1 … …

Plant

cut/slice … … 1 … … …

Stone

saw … … 1 … … …

rub/grind … … 1 … … …

Wood

cut/slice … … 3 … … …

saw … … 2 … 1 …

scrape/plane … … … … 1 …

whittle … … 1 … … …

Soft

cut/slice … … 2 … … …

scrape/plane … … … … 1 …

Hard

cut/slice … … 3 … … …

saw … 1 2 … … …

Indeterminate

cut/slice … … 3 … … …

indeterminate … … 1 … … …

Total 1 1 40 2 4 1

a The oval biface fragment was unavailable for use-wear analysis.
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with wood or plants might be the result of ritual activity or

the production of ceremonial items (e.g., Morehart, 2005;

Pendergast, 1974; Prufer et al., 2003; Sharon, 2003).

Although some of the debitage may have been associated

with specialized craft-production involving wood (Alden-

derfer, 1991), segregating this evidence from the stone tools

that may have been used for domestic activities or ritual is

not possible.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The stone tool assemblage from DVR1 is similar in

many ways to those from other rockshelters in Belize for

which secondary deposition of lithic artifacts for ritual

purposes has been proposed (Peterson, 2006; Prufer, 2002;

Stemp et al., 2013) and suggests that chert debitage was

brought into the rockshelter at different points in time as

special deposits (Moholy-Nagy, 1990; see Brown, 2000).

Prufer (2002, p. 225) suggests that chert debitage recovered

from the rockshelters in the Maya Mountains ‘‘may be

parts of ceremonial trash (Walker, 1995) carried into the

sites. They may also be objects that were collected by ritual

specialists and placed into the rockshelters (Brown, 2000)’’.

Large accumulations of chert and obsidian debitage are

also sometimes associated with burials, particularly the

tombs of elites or high-status individuals (Moholy-Nagy

1990, p. 271–272, 1997), as demonstrated at surface sites in

the Cayo District of Belize (e.g., Chase and Chase 1996;

Chiarulli and Barrick, 1997; McAnany and Peterson, 2004)

and in a least one cave (Griffith, 1998, p. 59). Dense layers

of debitage are believed to represent connections to the

Underworld (Hall 1989, p. 308). The layers of stone may

also be associated with the rain gods (Wisdom, 1940,

p. 383) or lightning (see above). However, the flakes from

DVR1 were not recovered as a dense lens in association

with any burials. The flakes were scattered throughout the

rockshelter and were recovered from multiple depths.

Moreover, there were very few human skeletal remains

excavated from the rockshelter, indicating that it was not

Figure 5. Photomicrograph of a thin-edged chert flake used

to cut meat/fresh hide and showing some contact with bone,

as indicated by invasive, greasy polish on both lower and

higher microtopography with some patches of brighter,

micropitted polish; few fine, shallow striations parallel and

mildly diagonal to the flake edge; and minimal microchipping
on the thinnest portions of the edge (snap fractures).

Figure 6. Photomicrograph of a ventral surface of a thick-

edged chert flake used to scrape bone and meat or fresh hide

(defleshing/butchery?), as indicated by greasy, bright,

micropitted polish near tool edge, mild edge rounding, and
primarily unifacial microflaking of tool edge.

Figure 7. Photomicrograph of a ventral surface of a re-

touched chert flake used to saw a hard material, as indicated

by striations parallel to the edge and a flat, semi-bright

polish. Note: Burning and patination of the tool surface

complicates use-wear analysis.
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primarily used as a location for the interment of the dead

(see Bonor and Martı́nez Klemm, 1995; Prufer, 2002;

Wrobel and Tyler, 2006; Wrobel et al., 2007 for mortuary

rockshelters).

Although evidence indicates most, if not all, tool

production and use originally occurred outside DVR1,

we believe these activities occurred relatively close to the

rockshelter. Hayden and Cannon (1983, Fig. 16) observed

that the modern Maya spend minimal time and effort in

disposing of trash, and that 82% of waste material is

discarded within their compound or within a minute’s walk

from their houses. Similarly, Deal and Hayden (1987)

noted that disposal of sharp glass fragments or implements

by modern highland Maya typically occurred close to areas
of habitation. Clark (1991) made similar observations

concerning the disposal of flaking debris by the Lacandon

Maya, who dumped their flaking waste into trash piles not

very distant from their homes. However, given the ritual or

votive nature of artifact deposition in the rockshelter,

pilgrimage to this location from distances farther away

cannot be completely discounted (Adams and Brady, 2005;

Patel, 2005).

The use-wear on the debitage is similar to that

associated with subsistence and domestic activities at

surface sites (Lewenstein, 1987; Sievert, 1992, p. 30, Table

4.1; Stemp, 2001; Stemp et al., 2010). We therefore believe

that most tool use first occurred outside the rockshelter, in

association with basic subsistence and domestic tasks.

However, we cannot completely rule out the possibility

that some of this use-wear may be the product of ritual
activity that occurred within the rockshelter itself.

A comparison among available lithic data from the

Deep Valley Rockshelter, the Caves Branch Rockshelter,

the Sibun rockshelters, and those from the Maya Moun-

tains indicate minimal variation in their respective chipped

stone assemblages, while some important similarities, such

as debitage, broken tools, and few imports, have been

noted. Any significant variations in assemblage composi-

tion do not appear to be due to primary tool-using

activities occurring within the rockshelters. Instead, vari-

ation of assemblage composition and use-wear patterns is

most likely a result of where the debitage was originally

produced and used at surface sites prior to secondary

deposition in the rockshelters.

It may be that rockshelters in the same valley or region
represent a ritual circuit with locations visited at different

times and possibly for different reasons. Although this is

hard to substantiate archaeologically, one indicator might

be the successful refitting of debitage and tools recovered

from different rockshelters, which would link these

spatially distinct places through a shared sequence of lithic

reduction (see Close, 1996). Similarly, a recent study of the

much smaller Overlook Rockshelter near DVR1 inter-

preted the thorough mixing of the ceramic assemblage and

lack of sherd refits as likely resulting from the ritual

deposition of individual fragments from complete vessels as

part of a ritual circuit (Wrobel et al., 2013). Clearly, further

research involving stone tools from caves and rockshelters

is required to better understand the relationships between

lithic artifacts and these locations; this is especially true

when contextual difficulties are encountered.
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